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ABSTRACT 
A music video (MV) is a videotaped performance of a 
recorded popular song, usually accompanied by dancing 
and visual images. In this paper, we outline the design of a 
generative music video system, which automatically 
generates an audio-video mashup for a given target audio 
track. The system performs segmentation for the given 
target song based on beat detection. Next, according to 
audio similarity analysis and color heuristic selection 
methods, we obtain generated video segments. Then, these 
video segments are truncated to match the length of audio 
segments and are concatenated as the final music video. An 
evaluation of our system has shown that users are receptive 
to this novel presentation of music videos and are interested 
in future developments. 

INTRODUCTION 
Music videos provide rich visual representation to songs, 
and are commonly used by artists to market hit songs [1]. 
They can be created manually using readily available 
software such as Adobe Premiere. For music videos, images 
should align to the audio to enhance its acoustical aesthetic. 
However, manually creating a large number of videos is 
costly and time-consuming. Computational models can be 
used to generate music videos [1-5]. Automatic generation 
increases efficiency in the production of such media.  

Our automatic music video producer (DJ-MVP) uses 
concatenative synthesis method to generate audio-visual 
mashups for the style of music video built upon existing 
music videos. Our system allows users control over the 
video corpus selection, providing a personalized experience. 
For example, users can select a Western or Eastern music 
video corpus, or both corpora to generate music video for a 
target song. The system automatically segments songs 
based on beat detection. Then, the corresponding videos are 
segmented using the same cutting points. When given an 

input target song, the system will segment the target in the 
same way by doing beat detection. The system acts as a 
video editor, arranging video segments based on audio 
similarity ranking, video similarity ranking and heuristic 
rules instantiated in the system. The target audio track is 
presented along with the new visuals. Studies show that 
synchronizing video and audio events enhances audiences’ 
perception of both, and improves the effectiveness of a film 
clip [6]. The combination of selected video segments and 
target audio track ensures that the resulting audio-visual 
output has a sense of synchronization and contrast. 
Demonstration videos are online.1 

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the DJ-MVP system, 
which consists of six major steps, including preliminary 
audio-video segmentation for the corpus, audio 
segmentation for targets, audio similarity analysis, heuristic 
selection methods and concatenation. The rest of the paper 
is organized as follows. First, we present related works. 
Second, the design of DJ-MVP is described. Third, we 
illustrate our evaluation of the system. Finally, we give the 
conclusion and discuss the future work. 

RELATED WORKS 
Previous approaches to generating music videos can be 
generally organized by two tasks. The first task is to 
analyze and process amateur home videos to mix with a 
target song. The second task is mixing up the target music 
with dance animation to generate a video remix. Here, we 
introduce 5 projects that are similar to ours, but differ in 
sources and outputs 

Foote et al. designed a semi-automatic system that performs 
selection and alignment of home video segments to target 
music in order to generate a complete music video [1]. 
Given a target song, their system achieves automatic audio 
segmentation by applying audio self-similarity analysis and 
measuring a novelty score, namely the level of audio 
change. Source home videos are analyzed by a suitability 
function, which is defined based on camera motion and 
exposure. Therefore, only high-quality regions in the source 
video will be selected in the final edit. Their system uses a 
moving average window along the timeline of the source 
home video to generate unsuitability scores and identifies 
video segment boundaries as peaks in the moving average 
window. The number of segments is adjustable when 
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controlling the moving average window size. To align the 
video and audio tracks, the system truncates, combines, and 
discards video segments, so that the final set of clip 
boundaries align exactly with significant audio changes. 
They conducted a subjective study. Informal judgments 
showed the system produces reasonably convincing music 
videos.  

Hua et al. created an automatic music video generation 
system [2]. The system detects repetitive patterns in a given 
song based on the audio similarity analysis. A raw home 
video is used as a source video. First, low-quality shots are 
filtered out based on camera motion speed and color 
entropy. Then the source video is segmented according to a 
shot similarity curve, which is computed based on content 
similarity of different shots within the source video. Lastly, 
they matched the tempos of the music repetitive patterns 
with the level of motion intensities in the corresponding 
video scenes to connect the music and the video. To 
maintain diversity and repetition at the same time, the 
system uses different portions of the same shot to match 
different occurrence of the same music pattern. The 
duration of video portions is selected based on the duration 
of the music segment to achieve alignment. Hua et al. 
compared their system with two related systems by 
subjective evaluation, one is the system of Foote et al. and 
the other one is a video summarization system [1, 7]. The 
system of Hua et al. performed better than the system of 
Foote et al. in the subjective evaluation.  

A third project was performed by Yoon et al, who proposed 
a music video generation system based on multi-level 
feature-based segmentation [3]. Like Foote et al and Hua et 
al., their goal is to process home videos to mix with a target 
song. After using contour shape features to measure 
similarities between shapes, Yoon et al. then segmented the 
video based on extreme changes of shape features between 
frames. The music segmentation is done by using the 
novelty scoring method introduced by Footed et al. [1] 
Video segments and music segments are represented by 
three-dimensional feature vectors containing the velocity, 
the brightness, and the extreme boundary features, which 
are defined separately for music and videos. For the video, 
Yoon et al. defined velocity as a displacement over time 
derived from the camera or object movement, and 
brightness is a measure of the visual impact of luminance in 
each frame. They believe the onset of the audio track is 
usually set by percussion instruments, which dominate the 
amplitude of the signal. Therefore, for music, their system 
estimates the velocity from the root mean square of the 
amplitude of the signal.  Next, Yoon et al. extracted the 
brightness feature using the spectral centroid [3]. Their 
system assembles a synchronized music video by matching 
segments based on these feature vectors. Finally, the 
durations of video and music are compared to avoid the 
need for excessive time-warping. A subjective experiment 
was conducted comparing with the results of Foote et al., 
which indicated that participants like their system better. [1]  

Cai et al. built an automatic music video generator using 
semantic information from the lyrics to matching the 
images from the Internet and generate a slide show music 
video [4]. Based on semantic information from the lyric, 
their system sends different queries to image search 
services, such as Google Image and Flickr. To improve the 
coherence between image and music, the system ranks 
images based on color features and content features, music 
affect features and rhythm features, as well as music meta-
data features such as song titles and artists. These images 
are aligned based on onset positions extracted from the 
music.  

Nakano et al. developed the DanceReProducer, which 
automatically generates a Japanese animation video clip for 
target dance music [5]. Examples can be found on the 
website2. The segmentation of music and video is done by 
onset detection. They use both frame-level feature vectors 
and bar level-feature vectors to represent music and video. 
The audio frame level features include filter bank output (4 
dims.), spectral flux (1 dim.), zero-crossing rate (1 dim.) 
and 12th order MFCCs. The video features are optical flow, 
hue, saturation, and brightness. The bar-level feature is an 
integration of the frame features in each bar using 
resampled data points for the time axis, and applying 
Discrete Cosine Transform for each dimension. To find the 
relationship between music and video, Nakano et al. first 
apply k-means clustering to feature vectors, which includes 
bar-level audio features and bar-level visual features in the 
database. After obtaining multiple clusters of audio 
segments, for each cluster, they trained a linear regression 
model to predict bar-level visual features based on bar-level 
audio features. Among previous works, this system is the 
only one that took advantage of existing music videos for 
synchronization.  

The works mentioned above extract and map between video 
features and audio features. Foote et al., Hua et al., and 
Yoon et al. used home videos as the source video to 
generate music video. The system of Nakano et al. 
generates video for dance animation. On the other hand, 
DJ-MVP is designed for generating video remixes by 
recombining target music and existing music video 
segments. Our goal is to automatically generate music 
videos that look like professionally-made music videos. 
Moreover, most of the systems did not take context 
information such as color contrast and coherence between 
video segments into consideration. DJ-MVP uses color 
features of adjacent video segments for video sequencing. 
In addition, DJ-MVP not only generates a video for a target, 
but also generate an audio-video mash up for a given target 
song. We will illustrate these in the following section. 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
Figure 1 shows the design of DJ-MVP. For building the 
corpus, audio tracks and their corresponding videos are 
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segmented based on the beat detection. Given a target song, 
the system segments it in the same way as above. It then 
conducts an audio similarity analysis between the target 
audio segment and segments in a corpus and returns a list of 
candidate audio segments. This maintains a strong 
connection between audio and video because they 
originally came from the same music videos. We take 
advantage of the color features of video segments and build 
video sequences that have color contrast or color coherence. 
We provide heuristic selection methods to enable users to 

control the number of repetition a particular segment 
appears so that the system can keep the consistency of the 
visual content toward the same audio segment and maintain 
the diversity of video segments. This is explained in the 
section of “Heuristic Selection Module”. The duration of 
video segments and the duration of the target audio segment 
are compared in order to truncate the longer segments. 
After truncation and concatenation of video segments, the 
system outputs the generated music video.   

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of DJ-MVP. 

Source 
We have collected dance music videos of popular bands for 
curating the source MV corpus3. We curated three corpora: 
an Eastern music video corpus, a Western music video 
corpus and a corpus of select target songs.  

                                                             
3 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3b3ljqd6u6a7dv4/AACINN44Xr0lGMBwH
g4nWWAUa?dl=0 

The Eastern corpus has 35 songs and 4187 audio/video 
segments in total. We mainly selected songs from China, 
Korea, and India. The Western corpus consists of 72 songs 
containing 9103 audio/video segments. Songs we selected 
are from U.S, England, and Canada. We chose nine songs 
as the corpus of select target songs. Three of them are from 
Asia, three of them are from North America, and the other 
three are techno, which is a form of electronic dance music. 



For each video we selected, we assume that the dance 
motions and the music are synchronized. The source audio 
tracks are extracted from the corresponding source videos. 
Our audio tracks are in WAV format at a sample rate of 
44100 Hz.  

Beat Detection 
Segmentation of songs is a crucial step in automatic music 
video generation. If the segmentation process is unreliable, 
the perceived quality of the final music video will suffer.  
Comparing the segmentation based on beat detection with 
the novelty score method used in previous systems, we 
believe that segmenting based on beat detection will 
provide better synchronization between target music and 
resynthesized video in general [1-3]. It detects a beat only 
when the instant sound energy is superior to the average 
local sound energy. The set of beats should reflect a locally 
constant inter-beat-interval. We employ the beat detection 
algorithm proposed by Partin [8]. 
 
Shorter segments and faster cuttings will cause stronger 
visual impact, whereas longer shots and slower cuttings 
lead to better synchronization of dance movements and 
music.  To test the influence of duration of each segment on 
final rendered music videos, we set up two scales for the 
segmentation. For the first scale, the segmentation is done 
on each beat position, which resulted in 128 segments for a 
one-minute song that is 128 bpm. For the second scale, we 
provide a threshold, which limits the shortest duration of 
each segment, so that when the duration between two onsets 
is smaller than the threshold, the subsequent onset will be 
ignored. For example, when we set the threshold to be 2 
seconds, for a song that is 128 bpm, each segment can 
contain 4 beats. For a one-minute song, which is 128 bpm, 
there will be around 30 segments4.  

The algorithm for beat detection is described below. 
Suppose there are two channels,!! and !, the instant energy 
is shown in Eqn (1)  

          !!"#$#% = ! ![!]!!!!!"#$
!!!! + ![!]!                    (1) 

For every 1024 samples, we computed the instant energy 
using Eqn(1). The sound energy history buffer ! 
correspond to approximately 1 second of music, which 
contains 43 energy values, namely 44032 samples (groups 
of 1024). ![0] contains the newest energy computed on the 
newest 1024 samples. ![42] is the oldest energy computed 
on the oldest 1024 samples. The average local energy ! and 
the variance of the energies in ! are shown in Eqn (2) and 
Eqn (3). 

                             ! = ! !!" ∗ ! ![!]!"
!!!                                (2) 

                                                             
4 https://vimeo.com/181667680 

! = ! !!"× (! ! − !)!!"
!!!                      (3) 

Using the variance (!) of the energies, we computed the 
sensitivity of the beat detection. The threshold of a “beat” is 
!×!. Eqn (4) shows the representation of !.  

! = −0.005714 ∗ ! + !1.51425871              (4) 
 

After shifting the sound energy history buffer ! of 1 index 
to the right. We san save the new energy value and remove 
the oldest. Then we compared the newest instant energy 
!!"#$#%with the threshold. Figure 2 is the result of using the 
onset detection algorithm for the two songs. We added 
0.02-second fade-in and 0.02-second fade-out to the audio 
segments after segmenting the source audio based on the 
beat detection.  

 

Figure 2. Beat Detection of part of the song “Fighter” 

Audio Similarity Detection Module 
For audio similarity analysis, we chose the Musly library 
written in C++, which is built on the work of Mandel et al. 
[9]. It uses the Kullback Leibler divergence (KL divergence) 
to compute the distance between audio excerpts. All of their 
features are based on Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
(MFCCs). MFCCs are common features in speech 
recognition systems, recognizing people from their voices 
[10]. They have also been used in timbre recognition [11]. 
Mel-frequency is based upon the human auditory system, 
which does not have a linear perception of sound and maps 
different frequencies to perceived pitches. Mandel et al.’s 
model only considers timbral features, which do not contain 
any temporal aspect of the music, only its short-time 
spectral characteristics. Mandel et al. used the bag-of-frame 
approach to model the song, which considers that frames 
representing a signal have possibly different values, and the 
aggregation of the frames provides a more effective 
representation than a singular frame [15].  



 
Figure 3. MFCC of the segment 126 of the song “Danger” 

Mandel et al. extract 20 coefficient MFCCs per frame and 
use the mean and covariance of the MFCCs over the 
duration of each song to describe the Gaussian distribution 
with the maximum likelihood of generating those points 
under the bag-of-frame approach. After obtaining a single 
Gaussian model of each song, they measure the distance 
between songs using the KL divergence. For two 
distributions, !(!) and !(!), the KL divergence is defined:  

!"(!| ! = !∫ ! ! !"# ! !
! ! !"!                   (4) 

For each target audio excerpt, our system selects 50 most 
similar audio excerpts in our corpora as candidates.    

Heuristic Selection Module 
To maintain a certain level of diversity in the video content 
and provide more controls to users, we added three heuristic 
methods:  

• Segment Diversity Heuristic Method: A segment is 
blacklisted after 4-appearances.  

• Song Diversity Heuristic Method: A song is blacklisted 
after 12 appearances. 

• Color Heuristic Method: The next segment is the closest  
(color coherence) or the furthest (color contrast) in HSV 
color space to the previous ones among the 50 closest 
segments to the given target audio segment. 

The number of appearances and the number of 
closest/furthest segments can be set by users. The distance 
between two video segments in the HSV color space is 
computed through a video similarity detection model, 
which adopts the histogram intersection algorithm [13]. Let 
! and ! represent two color histograms. The intersection of 
histograms a and b is given by: 

! !, ! = ! !"#!(! !,!,! ,!(!,!,!))!!!
!"#!(|!|,|!|)                (8) 

We use 32 bins for each dimension: hue, saturation, and 
value. The value of each bin is normalized to be between 0 
and 1. Higher histogram intersection indicates higher 
similarity between video segments in the HSV color space. 
Figure 4 shows the hue, saturation, and brightness 
histogram of two video segments. These two segments are 
selected to be concatenated because of color coherence.  

 

Figure 4. Color Histograms of segment 47 of the Song "1234" 
(three Figures on the left side), and segment 111 of the Song 

"DJ Got Us Falling In Love" (three Figures on the right side). 
The histogram intersection value between these two video 

segments is 0.56. 

Weight Control 
Users can control the weight of audio similarity ranking and 
video similarity ranking. Figure 5 explains this process. A 
target audio segment is on the left side. The system first 
selects a list of 50 candidates based on audio similarity 
detection, which is shown in the middle column of Figure 5. 
The rankings in parentheses represent the rankings of the 
level of audio similarity. On the right side, there is a list of 
video segments. Each video segment corresponds to the 
audio segment on its left.  

If the user puts more weight on the audio similarity ranking, 
the system selects the top ranked audio segment without 
considering the similarity rankings of the corresponding 
video segments.  On the other hand, if the user puts more 
weight on the color-coherence or color-contrast, the system 
selects the top ranked video segment within these 50 
segments, whose corresponding audio is also among the top 
50 in similarity to the target audio.  



 

Figure 5. Weight Control between Audio Similarity and Color 
Heuristics 

Truncation 
For each target segment, we only use video segments that 
are longer than the target. We apply truncation to each 
video segment so that its length is the same as that of the 
corresponding given target audio segment. Figure 6 shows 
how to truncate the video segments and the concatenation. 
An example is shown at: https://vimeo.com/166312586. 

 

Figure 6. Mechanism of Selecting Video Segments from the 
Video Corpus to Generate the Target Video  

Audio video Remix  
We also added an audio-video remix function to the system. 
The function enables the system to generate new music 
based on input targets. Instead of merging users’ input 
audio track, the system will concatenate selected audio 
segments and merge this rendered audio track with 
concatenated video segments. This method creates a type of 
experimental music and music video. An example can be 
found at: https://vimeo.com/166312522. 

 

Data Moshing Effect 
In video compression, three types of frames are stored in a 
video file to contain enough information about itself. I-
Frames, known as keyframes, are frames that store 
complete images. If there is a drastic change in the video, 
there must be a keyframe stored. In DJ-MVP, keyframes 
are usually created in the transition between video segments. 
P-frames, which are called predicted frames, contain 
changes in the image from the previous frame. B-frames are 
bidirectional predicted frames. We used a data mashing 
method, which destructs the original video file by 
destructing I-Frames. I-Frames. When we remove I-Frame, 
it results in the previous video clip stay on top of the motion 
of the next video clip. Figure 7 shows the effect of data 
moshing.  

     
Figure 7. After Adding Data Moshing Effect to the Generative 

Music Video  

Implementation 
We used FFMpeg, a command line utility, to extract source 
audio from source videos, to do time stretching of segments 
and to concatenate audio and video segments [14]. We used 
the Musly software package to do audio similarity detection. 
The Beads library is used for adding fades on segments [16]. 
HSV feature extraction is done by Matlab. Other parts were 
implemented in Java.  

EVALUATION 

 

Figure 8. An example of key frames extracted from several 
automatically selected video segments for generating the music 

video for the target song “Fantastic Baby”.  

 

 



To better evaluate the system, we conducted a qualitative 
study and interviewed 10 users to have their feedbacks. 
Users are graduate students at Simon Fraser University. 
Because our system differs in sources and outputs, it is not 
possible to directly compare the performance of our system 
to the previous state of the art systems.  

Ten users watched three of our demonstrations, including 
“Tiao Jin Lai”, “Fantastic Baby”, and “Style Machine”, 
which are shown at https://vimeo.com/channels/djmvp. 
When we asked users to describe their general feelings 
about watching these generative music videos and audio 
video remixes, all of the users said they believe the audio 
tracks and generative music videos sync very well, and the 
style of videos match the style of the music. Three of the 
users pointed out that the third music video, the audio-video 
remix, has better synchronization between music and video; 
but the first two, which are generative music videos, have 
better flow and coherency in both music and video. Three 
users claimed the generative music video for “Fantastic 
Baby” was amazing, and they would even believe it to be 
an actual professionally-edited music video. What is 
surprising is that two users mentioned that the audio-video 
remix reminded them of a novel video editing method that 
is popular among youth China called “Gui Xu Video”, 
which contains high-level synchronization between video 
and music and uses repetitions of videos and audios to 
emphasize a perspective that is usually ironic or absurd. 
Since we did not know of this specific video editing method, 
it was a surprise to us and also gave us a new potential 
direction to further develop the system. Although users 
enjoyed our generative music videos, they pointed out 
several aspects in which DJ-MVP can be improved. Six 
users mentioned it was distracting that the shape of actors’ 
mouth does not match the lyrics. Four users noticed that the 
level of synchronization dropped when the rhythm was 
slower or when there was no obvious beat. This is not 
surprising since our plan to achieve synchronization is 
based on beat detection. Two users felt that it was likely to 
have one music video contain multiple singers, which is not 
the case in professional music videos. Moreover, generative 
music video does not guarantee the qualities of narratives.  

Regarding the difference they feel when watching 
generated versus professional music videos, five users think 
that music videos they have seen before often have much 
longer shots. These generated ones are more dynamic and 
provide heavier visual impact, which gives different 
experience. We summarize the users’ positive and negative 
feedback in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Positive Feedback Negative Feedback 

Strong synchronization Shape of actors’ mouth 
does not match the lyrics 

Good flow and 
coherency 

When there is no 
obvious beat, 

synchronization is not 
good 

Strong visual impact 
Multiple singers show in 

one generative music 
video 

Similar to “Gui Xu 
Video” There is no narrative 

Table 1. Summary of Users’ Feedback 

The feedback shows the promising potential of DJ-MVP. 
Based on those suggestions for improvement, we plan to 
update the current DJ-MVP in the future by utilizing high-
level features of both music and video, to make outputs 
more similar to professional music videos.  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have presented the design of DJ-MVP, a 
new generative music video system. Qualitative evaluations 
of DJ-MVP showed positive results, but also revealed some 
problems and challenges. For future work, we plan to 
implement music structure estimation on the given target 
song so that we can adopt different heuristic selection 
methods on the different part of the song. Then, we plan to 
use Audio Oracle, an algorithm for fast indexing of audio 
data, to reshuffle repeated sub-clips to produce variation 
from a music recording. Finally, we plan to extract 
harmony information from the audio segment as another 
heuristic selection method.  
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